Your practice is *our* inspiration.

**Take 1 Advanced** | Designed for the way you work
Take 1 Advanced

A perfect fit for you, and your patients

Our expertise in high-performance impression materials, along with recent technological advancements, delivers a VPS material with the optimum combination of physical properties: strength, elasticity, dimensional stability, and the ability to register detail in any environment. Take 1 Advanced has the most extensive selection of set times, delivery systems and consistencies on the market today.

Research
As with any dental material, the physical and mechanical properties of impression material dictate how well it will perform in different clinical situations. While some materials focus on a single attribute, it’s critical for these properties to work well together. Take 1® Advanced™ features individual properties that rate as good or better than any other VPS on the market today, with collective performance exceeding that of competitive products.

Features

Outstanding tear strength and elongation. Strong, flexible material stretches around undercuts without tearing or distorting.

Hydrophilic wash material. Displaces intraoral fluids to produce impressions with great detail and no voids or gaps.

Widest selection of viscosities, set times and delivery methods. Helps overcome common difficulties in impression taking, and matches doctor preference.

Contact Angle
The patented formulation consisting of a polymerizable hydrophilic modifier and surfactants creates a highly wettable surface that breaks surface tension and easily displaces saliva and other fluids to capture outstanding detail in any environment.

Contact Angles

8.76° Take 1® Advanced™ RB SF
7.39° Aquasil Ultra LV FS
5.06° Imprint™ 3 QS LB
5.03° Splash™ XL HT
3.84° Exafast™ NDS Injection

Tear Strength – Wash Material

Tear Strength
Take 1 Advanced Wash material resists tearing around undercuts upon removal from the mouth. That combined with a high elongation percentage ensures preparation margins remain intact, even in tough cases below the gumline.
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Hand Mix
For instances when a higher viscosity tray material is desired and other mixing methods are unavailable

Volume
For busy offices, Take 1 Advanced Volume delivery speeds up impression taking, reduces hand fatigue and lowers cost per use

Unidose®
Kerr’s unique Unidose delivery offers dual benefits: targeted syringe delivery and the elimination of cross-contamination concerns

Cartridge
Convenient 50 ml cartridges make mixing & application of Take 1 Advanced precise and easy

Options: Delivery, Viscosity and Set Times

**Material Set Times**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delivery</th>
<th>Viscosity</th>
<th>Set Times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular Set (RS)</td>
<td>Super Fast</td>
<td>2:00 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Set (FS)</td>
<td>Fast Set</td>
<td>1:30 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Fast (SF)</td>
<td>Super Fast</td>
<td>1:00 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Set Time**

- Regular Set (RS): 2:00 min + 3:00 min = 5:00 min
- Fast Set (FS): 1:30 min + 2:30 min = 4:00 min
- Super Fast (SF): 1:00 min + 1:30 min = 2:30 min

**Options:**
- LB Wash: Flowable, highly flexible and hydrophilic
- RB Wash: Highly thixotropic with incredible tear strength
- Med/Mono: The perfect balance between flow and body
- HB Tray: Outstanding dimensional stability and elasticity
- Rigid Tray: Designed to provide stability & support closed bite trays
- Putty: Ultra-high viscosity for extra mechanical compression
- Bite Reg: Exceptional resistance to deformation to protect occlusal integrity

**Unidose®**

- Super Fast
- Fast Set
- Regular Set

**Cartridge**

- Super Fast
- Fast Set
- Regular Set

**Volume**

- Super Fast
- Fast Set
- Regular Set

**Hand Mix**

- Regular Set
Take 1 Advanced Bite Registration

Take 1 Advanced Bite completes the Take 1 Advanced portfolio providing you a complete solution within a single family of products.

Material is uniform and free of voids
Exceptional contact
Excellent anatomical detail

Ordering
34064 Cartridge Intro Kit
Contains: 1 Cartridge (50 ml) LB Wash (Fast Set)
1 Cartridge (50 ml) RB Wash (Fast Set)
3 Cartridges (50 ml) Tray (Fast Set)
1 Cartridge (50 ml) Bite Registration
1 Extruder
6 Small Mix Tips
6 Intraoral Syringe Tips (Small Universal)
6 Large Mix Tips

Refills
Two Packs: 2 Cartridges (50 ml), 6 Mixing Tips
33953 Light Body Wash FS
33951 Light Body Wash RS
33955 Light Body Wash SF
33971 Regular Body Wash FS
33969 Regular Body Wash RS
33973 Regular Body Wash SF
(Wash viscosity 2-packs also contain intraoral tips)

Unidose: 20 Syringes (2 ml)
33995 Light Body Wash FS 20 pack
33994 Light Body Wash RS 20 pack
33996 Light Body Wash SF 20 pack
33998 Regular Body Wash FS 20 pack
33997 Regular Body Wash RS 20 pack
33999 Regular Body Wash SF 20 pack

Volume: 2 Hard Cartridges (380 ml)
34695 Tray RS
34697 Tray SF
34696 Tray FS
34690 Medium/Monophase FS
34688 Medium/Monophase RS
34689 Medium/Monophase FS
34825 Rigid Tray FS
34826 Rigid Tray SF

Putty: 1 Base (400 g), 1 Catalyst (400 g)
34070 Putty

Accessories
28747 Extruder
29363 Mix Tips, Small (pkg of 48)
29333 Mix Tips, Large (pkg of 48)
27517 Intraoral Syringe Tips, Small Universal (100 disposable)
20731 Intraoral Syringe Tips, Large (100 disposable)
16622 VPS Adhesive (15 ml bottle)
25777 VPS Adhesive (59 ml bottle)
35115 Volume Machine by Renfert
34746 Dynamic Mixing Tips for Volume (50 tips, 2 bayonet rings)
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